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UK Market Snapshot 
UK markets finished mixed yesterday, with the FTSE 100 index ending higher, supported by 

gains in energy and mining sector stocks. Senior advanced 4.2%, following a rise in its 

revenue for the full year, despite disruption caused by the grounding of the 737 MAX jet. 

Hiscox added 4.1%, after the insurer reported a jump in its annual income and lifted its final 

dividend. Sage Group gained 1.8%, after the company agreed to sell its Brazilian business to 

local management for around £10.0 million. On the contrary, Finablr plunged 14.9%, after the 

payments firm lowered the first quarter profit outlook for its Travelex unit, due to the impact of 

coronavirus and cyberattack. Vistry Group lost 0.6%, after a top broker lowered its target 

price on the stock to 1,530.0p from 1,560.0p. The FTSE 100 advanced 1.1%, to close at 

6,654.9, while the FTSE 250 fell 0.2%, to end at 19,301.7.  

US Market Snapshot 
US markets closed significantly higher yesterday, amid rising optimism that global central 

bankers might adopt monetary easing tools to offset the impact of the COVID-19 outbreak on 

the global economy. Forty Seven skyrocketed 61.9%, after the company agreed to be acquire 

by Gilead Sciences, up 8.7%, in a deal worth around $4.9 billion. Apple surged 9.3%, after a 

leading broker upgraded its rating on the stock to ‘Outperform’ from ‘Perform’. Twitter climbed 

7.9%, following reports that activist investor, Paul Singer, is seeking to replace the company’s 

current Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Jack Dorsey. Mobile Mini advanced 5.2%, after the 

company agreed to be bought by WillScot, up 2.3%, for about $1.9 billion. JPMorgan Chase 

gained 4.7%, following a rating upgrade on the stock to ‘Overweight’ from ‘Neutral’. The S&P 

500 gained 4.6%, to settle at 3,090.2. The DJIA rose 5.1%, to settle at 26,703.3, while the 

NASDAQ added 4.5%, to close at 8,952.2.   

Europe Market Snapshot 
European markets finished mostly higher yesterday, led by gains in healthcare and 

technology sector stocks. QSC surged 14.0%, after the company reported higher than 

anticipated net profit for the full year. MorphoSys advanced 6.0%, after the US Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA) accepted filing of its Biologics License Application and granted 

priority review for its investigational anti-CD19 antibody, tafasitamab. Rheinmetall climbed 

5.0%, after it reported a jump in its sales and operating profit for the full year. Nokia added 

1.4%. The Finnish network company announced the departure of its CEO, Rajeev Suri. On 

the contrary, SES tanked 30.1%, after it posted lower than expected revenue for 2019 and 

slashed its profit outlook for 2020. The FTSEurofirst 300 index gained 0.3%, to settle at 

1,469.2. The German DAX Xetra fell 0.3%, to settle at 11,857.9, while the French CAC-40 

added 0.4%, to close at 5,333.5.   

Asia Market Snapshot 
Markets in Asia are trading mostly higher this morning, tracking overnight gains on the Wall 

Street. In Japan, Nissan Motor, Advantest and Dowa Holdings have declined 2.6%, 3.7% and 

3.9%, respectively. Meanwhile, Asahi Kasei, SoftBank Group and Teijin have gained 1.5%, 

2.0% and 8.3%, respectively. In Hong Kong, Tencent Holdings, CSPC Pharmaceutical Group 

and Sino Biopharmaceutical have advanced 2.2%, 3.6% and 4.4%, respectively. Meanwhile, 

Hang Seng Bank, CITIC and Wharf Real Estate Investment have fallen 0.2%, 1.0% and 

1.8%, respectively. In South Korea, NCSoft, LG Chem and E-MART have added 3.3%, 4.1% 

and 5.1%, respectively. Meanwhile, KT, AMOREPACIFIC Group and Coway have dropped 

0.6%, 1.3% and 2.3%, respectively. The Nikkei 225 index is trading marginally lower at 

21,337.7. The Hang Seng index is trading 0.8% up at 26,495.9, while the Kospi index is 

trading 1.5% higher at 2,033.3.   
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UK 

Note: All Estimates are for Full Year 

Key Corporate Releases Today Click here to open an account 

 Company Name Results Currency Estimated EPS Estimated Revenue (Mn)

 Legal & General Group Plc Final GBP 0.30                          13,493.50                                

 Travis Perkins Plc Final GBP 1.14                          6,950.50                                  

 Ashtead Group Plc Q3 GBP 1.96                          5,127.53                                  

 Intertek Group Plc Final GBP 2.12                          2,988.00                                  

 Direct Line Insurance Group Plc Final GBP 0.28                          2,969.00                                  

 Signature Aviation Plc Final USD 0.24                          2,431.00                                  

 Keller Group Plc Final GBP 0.82                          2,237.00                                  

 Aggreko Plc Final GBP 0.50                          1,682.00                                  

 Robert Walters Plc Final GBP 0.47                          1,265.50                                  

 Greggs Plc Final GBP 0.88                          1,168.29                                  

 4imprint Group Plc Final USD 1.53                          857.67                                     

 Rotork Plc Final GBP 0.13                          682.90                                     

 Cairn Homes Plc Final EUR 0.07                          437.80                                     

 Ibstock Plc Final GBP 0.18                          416.50                                     

 DX Group Plc Interim GBP 0.01                          332.00                                     

 Huntsworth Plc Final GBP 0.08                          267.00                                     

 John Laing Group Plc Final GBP 0.27                          223.00                                     

 Hutchison China Meditech Limited Final USD (0.41)                        190.43                                     

 GoCo Group Plc Final GBP 0.05                          157.60                                     

 Craneware Plc Interim USD 0.64                          76.52                                        

 Science Group Plc Final GBP 0.14                          49.40                                        

 Target Healthcare REIT Plc Interim GBP 0.10                          46.35                                        

 Brand Architekts Group Plc Interim GBP 0.09                          20.50                                        

 GetBusy Plc Final GBP (0.01)                        12.40                                        

 Renalytix AI Plc Interim USD (0.13)                        3.10                                          

 e-Therapeutics Plc Final GBP (0.01)                        0.50                                          

 Apax Global Alpha Limited Final GBP - -

 Maestrano Group Plc Interim GBP - -

 Blue Star Capital Plc Final GBP - -

Full Year Consensus
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Commodity, Currency and Bitcoin 

❑ At 0430GMT today, Brent crude oil one-month futures contract is trading 2.24% or $1.16 higher at $53.06 per barrel, ahead of the 

American Petroleum Institute’s weekly oil inventory data, scheduled to be released later today. Yesterday, the contract climbed 4.49% 

or $2.23, to settle at $51.90 per barrel, amid optimism over deeper output cuts by OPEC and stimulus from central banks. 

❑ At 0430GMT today, Gold futures contract is trading 0.45% or $7.10 higher at $1601.90 per ounce. Yesterday, the contract climbed 

1.79% or $28.10, to settle at $1594.80 per ounce.  

❑ At 0430GMT today, BTC is trading 1.07% lower against the USD 

at $8850.14. Yesterday, BTC advanced 3.17% against the USD 

to close at $8945.93. In major news, major cryptocurrency 

exchange, Bitfinex announced its decision to remove dozens of 

cryptocurrency trading pairs in this week, citing low liquidity on 

the platform. In a key development, leading cryptocurrency 

exchange, Binance has inked a deal with major Turkish bank, 

Akbank, which will allow its users to deposit and withdraw the 

Turkish lira in real-time straight from their Binance iOS app or 

desktop.  

❑ At 0430GMT today, the EUR is trading 0.15% higher against the USD at $1.1151, ahead of the Euro-zone inflation data for February 

and unemployment data for January, slated to be released later today. Yesterday, the EUR strengthened 0.98% versus the USD, to 

close at $1.1134, after the Euro-zone manufacturing PMI advanced in February, while the German manufacturing PMI rose in the same 

month. In other economic news, the US manufacturing PMI fell in February.  

❑ At 0430GMT today, the GBP is trading 0.21% higher against the USD at $1.2781, ahead of the UK construction PMI data for February, 

due in a few hours. Yesterday, the GBP weakened 0.54% versus the USD, to close at $1.2754, as the trade talks between Britain and 

the European Union initiated on their relationship after Brexit. On the data front, the UK manufacturing PMI fell in February.  
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FTSE All Share Index- Performance 

UK Top Sector Performers 

UK Worst Sector Performers 

UK manufacturing PMI fell in February 

In the UK, the final manufacturing PMI declined to a level of 51.7 in February, compared to market expectations of a decline to 51.8. In the 

prior month, the manufacturing PMI had registered a level of 51.9. 

Euro-zone manufacturing PMI advanced in February 

In the Euro-zone, the final manufacturing PMI rose to a level of 49.2 in February, higher than market expectations of a rise to 49.1. The 

manufacturing PMI had recorded a reading of 49.1 in the prior month. 

German manufacturing PMI rose in February 

In Germany, the final manufacturing PMI advanced to a level of 48.0 in February, compared to a reading of 47.8 in the prior month. Markets 

were anticipating manufacturing PMI to advance to a level of 47.8. 

RBA cuts its key benchmark interest rate 

The Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA), in its latest monetary policy meeting, has slashed its benchmark interest rate by 0.25% to a new 

record low of 0.5%, amid concerns over the coronavirus impact on the global economy. Meanwhile, the RBA Governor, Philip Lowe, 

reiterated that the central bank is prepared to ease monetary policy further to support the Australian economy. 

OECD lowers its global growth forecast  

The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) lowered its global growth forecast to 2.4% from 2.9%. The forecast 

for 2021 was trimmed to 3.3% from 3.6%. Moreover, the organisation slashed China's growth forecast to 4.9% from 5.7%, as the outbreak 

persists to hit production, trade, tourism and business travel. Meanwhile, the US GDP is forecast to grow 1.9% in 2020 and 2.1% in 2021. 

For the Euro-zone, the OECD expects growth of 0.8% this year, down from 1.1%. The UK is forecast to grow 0.8% each in 2020 and 2021. 

Further, the organisation warned that an escalation in the coronavirus outbreak could cut global economic growth in half and would push 

several countries into recession this year.  

Key Economic News  

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Pharmaceuticals & Biotechnology 16417.92 583.05 3.7% -7.3% 10.5%

Oil & Gas Producers 6461.48 207.81 3.3% -11.5% -26.2%

Personal Goods 36358.36 1127.19 3.2% -7.2% 4.3%

Gas, Water & Multiutilities 5570.76 129.39 2.4% -2.2% 11.8%

Mining 15917.12 359.47 2.3% -9.7% -16.3%

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Automobiles & Parts 3623.98 -322.86 -8.2% -26.3% -43.8%

Travel & Leisure 8435.88 -172.29 -2.0% -14.0% -8.2%

Oil Equipment & Services 7208.38 -139.86 -1.9% -2.9% -33.9%

Industrial Metals 3023.13 -50.01 -1.6% -9.4% -45.2%

Tobacco 31401.65 -503.57 -1.6% -13.1% -6.8%

Click here to open an account 
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The Times 

Record rise on Wall Street on rate 

hopes: Wall Street surged higher and 

enjoyed its best day on record amid 

mounting optimism among investors that 

authorities worldwide will use stimulus 

packages to counter the economic threat 

posed by the coronavirus outbreak. 

Luxury goods Chief Bernard Arnault has 

eye on extended stay at Ritz Hotel: 

France’s richest man is among the runners 

and riders in the £800 million auction of the 

luxury Ritz hotel in London. 

Finance Chief Lorimer Headley joins the 

boardroom exodus at troubled Sensyne 

Health: The Chief Financial Officer at 

Sensyne Health, who received part of a 

contentious £1 million secret bonus 

package, has left with immediate effect. 

Senior awaits moment when Boeing 737 

Max is flying again: A British engineering 

group heavily dependent on the grounded 

Boeing 737 Max aircraft has warned that 

20% of its revenues are set to disappear 

this year, putting still more pressure on its 

falling profits. 

‘Non-essential travel’ ban imposed at 

Goldman Sachs: Goldman Sachs has 

instructed staff to halt all non-essential 

overseas business travel as some of the 

world’s leading employers seek to curb the 

movement of workers. 

Luxury brands see beauty of Battersea 

power station: The first retailers to open at 

the Battersea Power Station redevelopment 

will include luxury and beauty brands such 

as Hugo Boss, Watches of Switzerland and 

Jo Malone London. 

TCC Group ties up finance needed to 

make Tesco Thailand bid: A Thai 

billionaire appears to have stepped up his 

interest in Tesco’s Asian business by 

securing a $10 billion two-year loan to 

finance the deal. 

Sirius rescue deal with Anglo American 

wins over Jupiter Asset Management: 

One of Sirius Minerals’ largest investors is 

reluctantly backing a takeover by Anglo 

American as it attempts to prevent the 

fertiliser mine developer from plunging into 

administration. 

Asset Life inquiry reveals links with 

London Capital & Finance minibond 

scandal: Administrators investigating Asset 

Life, the collapsed minibond company, have 

found fresh links with the London Capital & 

Finance scandal. 

Delivery Hero comes under fire from 

rival Just Eat Takeaway.com: Just Eat 

Takeaway.com has launched arbitration 

proceedings against Delivery Hero, 

claiming that its rival broke a share 

ownership agreement. 

The Independent 

Greenpeace ‘shuts down’ 100 Barclays 

branches over fossil fuel funding: 

Environmental campaigners forced nearly 

100 Barclays branches across the U.K. to 

close. 

Coronavirus could tip Europe into 

recession, OECD warns: The coronavirus 

outbreak could tip much of Europe into 

recession and cut global growth in half this 

year, economists have warned. 

‘Dark clouds’ for Amigo Loans amid 

rising compensation costs and loan 

defaults: Problems are mounting for sub-

prime lender Amigo, as more borrowers 

struggle with repayments, complaints pile 

up and the share price languishes 80% 

below its peak. 

Poundland to sell more frozen and 

chilled food: Poundland has announced 

that more shoppers will be able to buy 

frozen and chilled foods from its stores after 

expanding a successful trial. 

Financial Times 

Trafigura agrees deal over Puma Energy 

stake: Commodity trader Trafigura has 

reached an agreement to buy and then sell 

on a stake in Puma Energy from a retired 

Newspaper Summary 

Share Tips, Bids and Rumours 

• The Times (Tempus share tips): “Buy” Weir Group; “Buy” Unite Group. 

• Daily Mail (Small Cap Share Ideas): Jubilee Metals' head says firm has a niche as cashflow opportunities multiply. 

• The Guardian: The sale of British Steel to Jingye is to be finalised next week, nearly 10 months after the U.K. firm collapsed into insol-

vency. 

• The Daily Telegraph: Piers Read, producer of The Inbetweeners and Peep Show, and ad mogul Jeremy Rainbird have secured £500 

million in institutional investment for a network of film studios across the U.K. 

• The Times: Bernard Arnault, the billionaire behind LVMH, is among the runners and riders in the £800 million auction of the luxury Ritz 

hotel in London. 

• The Times: Investec is braving choppy financial markets to press on with the demerger of Ninety One. 

• The Times: The TCC Group of Charoen Sirivadhanabhakdi is looking at Tesco’s operations in Thailand and Malaysia and is said to 

have lined up debt agreements with international and domestic banks in order to fund a bid. 

• Financial Times: Gilead Sciences has agreed to buy biotech Forty Seven for $4.9 billion in cash. 

• The Times (Comment): Barclays is fighting losing battle. 

Click here to open an account 
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Angolan general, aiding the efforts of the 

debt-laden fuel supplier to attract more 

lenders and investors. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lekoil blames advisers for failure to 

detect phoney loan deal: Lekoil has 

blamed its advisers for failing to detect a 

phoney loan deal that plunged the London-

listed oil producer into crisis. 

To Read More Click Here 

Pensions regulator clamps down on 

scheme shortfalls: “Stronger” employers 

will be required to clear any pension deficits 

within six years under a shake-up of the 

funding regime for thousands of company 

retirement schemes unveiled by the 

industry regulator. 

To Read More Click Here 

UBS Chief Ermotti set to become Swiss 

Re Chairman: UBS Chief Executive Sergio 

Ermotti is set to become Chairman of 

insurance group Swiss Re after he steps 

down from the bank later this year, 

according to people familiar with the 

decision.  

To Read More Click Here 

Investec pushes on with Ninety One IPO: 

Ninety One, the asset management arm of 

South African banking group Investec, is 

proceeding with its initial public offering in 

London this month, despite volatile 

conditions in global markets following the 

coronavirus outbreak. 

To Read More Click Here 

Shares in Tinkoff owner fall after 

disclosure of founder’s extradition case: 

Shares in TCS, owner of Russian online 

bank Tinkoff, fell after the company 

disclosed its founder Oleg Tinkov is facing 

extradition to the U.S. on a tax evasion 

charge. 

To Read More Click Here 

Finablr warns coronavirus and cyber-

attack to squeeze profits: Finablr, the 

London-listed payments company, warned 

that its profits would be hit by the combined 

impact of the coronavirus and a crippling 

cyber-attack that affected its Travelex 

foreign exchange business at the start of 

the year 

To Read More Click Here 

Activist Edward Bramson lambasts CEO 

‘circus’ at Barclays: Activist investor 

Edward Bramson has called on Barclays’ 

board to withdraw its “extremely ill-advised” 

support for Chief Executive Jes Staley after 

U.K. regulators started a probe into his 

relationship with Jeffrey Epstein. 

To Read More Click Here 

SNB posts $50 billion profit on boost 

from U.S. stocks: The Swiss National 

Bank announced an annual profit of 

SFr48.9 billion ($50.2 billion), powered by a 

huge gain in foreign equity investments, 

including Apple and Amazon, and a holding 

of more than 1000 tonnes of gold. 

To Read More Click Here 

NMC Health seeks leniency from lenders 

amid crisis: NMC Health has called on 

lenders for time to stabilise its finances, as 

the embattled healthcare group looks to 

safeguard cash and sustain its operations. 

To Read More Click Here 

U.K. regulator warns Deutsche over 

compliance failings: The U.K. financial 

regulator has criticised Deutsche Bank for 

failing to improve its anti-money laundering 

and compliance controls, and warned this 

could jeopardise the German lender’s 

access to the U.K. after Brexit. 

To Read More Click Here 

Novartis generics unit admits to fixing 

drug prices: The generics unit of Novartis 

has admitted price-fixing as part of a $195 

million criminal settlement with the U.S. 

Department of Justice that covered four 

conspiracies to rig drugs for patients 

suffering hypertension, skin conditions and 

lung infections. 

To Read More Click Here 

Gilead buys cancer therapy specialist 

Forty Seven in $4.9 billion deal: Gilead 

Sciences has agreed to buy biotech Forty 

Seven for $4.9 billion in cash, joining the list 

of major U.S. drugmakers trying to 

strengthen their range of cancer treatments. 

To Read More Click Here 

U.S. Supreme Court to hear fresh 

Obamacare challenge: The U.S. Supreme 

Court agreed to review the Affordable Care 

Act for a third time after a district judge 

attempted to undo former President Barack 

Obama’s signature healthcare law. 

To Read More Click Here 

Waymo raises $2.3 billion from group of 

outside investors: Waymo, the Google 

sister company that sparked the race to 

build driverless cars, has raised $2.25 

billion from a group of outside investors, the 

first time it has looked beyond parent 

company Alphabet for capital.  

To Read More Click Here 

Jack Welch, former GE Chief Executive, 

dies at 84: Jack Welch, who transformed 

GE into America’s most valuable company 

over 20 years at the helm of the industrial 

conglomerate, has died at the age of 84. 

To Read More Click Here 

U.K.’s Galileo rival delayed amid 

wrangling and rising costs: Britain’s plan 

for a new sovereign satellite navigation 

system — pushed by the government as a 

symbol of post-Brexit independence — has 

been delayed for at least six months amid 

disagreements about the scope and costs 

of the multibillion-pound space project. 

To Read More Click Here 

Kretinsky steps in with loans to Casino 

supermarket parent: Czech billionaire 

Daniel Kretinsky has stepped into the high-

stakes restructuring of heavily indebted 

Rallye, the parent company of French 

supermarket group Casino, by effectively 

bailing it out from a problematic derivatives 

deal. 

To Read More Click Here 

JD.com says delivery network will power 

it through coronavirus: Chinese online 

retailer JD.com expects its self-operated 

logistics network to power it through the 

coronavirus outbreak, as it forecast double-

digit sales growth for the first quarter of the 

year. 

To Read More Click Here 

Software company $1.4 billion loan deal 

shelved on virus turmoil: Micro Focus, 

one of Britain’s largest listed technology 

businesses, has become the latest 

company to postpone a debt sale due to 

choppy market conditions stemming from 

the spread of the coronavirus, shelving a 

$1.4 billion loan that had been in the works 

for almost two weeks. 

To Read More Click Here 

Nokia to replace Chief as doubt grows 

over 5G strategy: Nokia is replacing its 

Chief Executive as the Finnish telecoms 

equipment maker struggles in the battle to 

dominate 5G mobile networks with fierce 

Click here to open an account 
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competition from China’s Huawei and 

Sweden’s Ericsson. 

To Read More Click Here 

Iata warns on collapse in airline 

passenger numbers: The coronavirus 

epidemic has forced British Airways and 

Ryanair to cancel hundreds of flights, as the 

airlines industry body warned about the 

impact of a collapse in passenger numbers. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lex:  

Harley-Davidson: running on empty: 

Motorcycle maker should focus harder on 

drawing more overseas riders. 

To Read More Click Here 

Nokia: new head, old problems: 

Telecoms group has failed to capitalise on 

security concerns about rival Huawei. 

To Read More Click Here 

Twitter/Elliott: Jack of all trades: Activist 

will hope to find someone to fix the 

microblogging site other than its founder. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lombard: 

RBS scheme to help businesses and 

rivals veers off track: All aboard the 

Challenger Bank Express, the train few 

desire to take. Mandarins want business 

customers to wave farewell to Royal Bank 

of Scotland and hello to any one of a crop 

of challengers. They made it a condition of 

the 2008 RBS state bailout. But despite a 

golden ticket worth up to £50,000 a time for 

businesses prepared to switch banks, 

customers just won’t go. 

To Read More Click Here 

The Daily Telegraph 

Sunak forced to rewrite part of Budget in 

bid to stave off coronavirus chaos: Rishi 

Sunak has re-written part of his Budget to 

combat the coronavirus crisis amid a wave 

of worldwide action, as top economists 

warned that it could halve global growth. 

Inbetweeners producer secures £500 

million funding for Twickenham studios: 

The producer of the Inbetweeners and a top 

London advertising tycoon have secured 

£500 million in institutional investment for a 

network of film studios across the U.K. to 

meet the industry’s growing demand for 

studio space. 

British Steel sale to Jingye to complete 

'in days': British Steel’s sale to Jingye is 

expected to complete next Monday, 

insiders say - finally ending uncertainty 

about the plant after it collapsed into 

insolvency in May last year. 

Ryanair head appeals ‘for calm’ as 

coronavirus sparks fresh wave of flight 

cancellations: Ryanair head Michael 

O'Leary has appealed "for calm" as 

coronavirus rips through the aviation 

industry. 

Daily Mail 

£15 billion airline rout: BA owner IAG 

and Easyjet among shares hammered as 

coronavirus crisis clobbers the travel 

industry: Major airlines have seen more 

than £15 billion wiped off their value in just 

six days as coronavirus clobbers the travel 

industry. 

Coronavirus wreaks havoc in factories 

around the world with even Germany 

and the U.S. suffering slowdowns: In a 

string of bleak reports, research group 

Markit said manufacturing activity was 

shrinking in China, Japan and South Korea 

as well as in Germany, France and Italy. 

Even the U.S. suffered a slowdown. 

The Scottish Herald 

Scottish investor buys majority stake in 

mountain sport clothing firm Montane: 

Edinburgh-based consumer brand investor 

Inverleith LLP has acquired a majority stake 

in mountain sports clothing and accessories 

specialist Montane. 

MacArthur Green plants 30,000 trees in 

move to become carbon negative: An 

environmental consultancy firm in Glasgow 

has planted 30,000 trees in Argyll as part of 

its plans to become a carbon-neutral 

business. 

250 jobs to be created in Tayside 

biomedical cluster plan: A project to grow 

the Tay Cities Biomedical cluster of world-

class life sciences companies will generate 

hundreds of millions of pounds for the local 

economy and strengthen Scotland’s 

reputation as a centre of excellence, 

according to new economic analysis. 

The Scotsman 

Perth-based Edwards Engineering sees 

sales jump amid goal to be £20 million 

firm: Perth-based Edwards Engineering 

has announced a 28% increase in annual 

turnover, as it looks to become a £20 

million business. 

Glasgow's Beeks Financial Cloud sees 

profits soar by 25%: Profits have risen by 

almost a quarter at Beeks Financial Cloud, 

thanks to a growing demand from the 

finance sector. 

Ex-JLL heavyweights establish 

Edinburgh property consultancy: Four ex

-JLL’s senior commercial property advisers 

have formed a new Scottish consultancy 

specialising in property investment and 

development. 

Aberdeen's Deep Casing Tools (DCT) 

grows sales by 120% and broadens 

horizons: Oil and gas technology 

development company Deep Casing Tools 

(DCT) has revealed that turnover grew by 

120% in 2019 as it expanded headcount 

and its footprint in key global regions. 

Mackie’s ice cream scoops record 

annual sales: Ice cream producer Mackie’s 

is lining up expansion in the English market 

after scooping record annual revenues 

thanks to its new chocolate offering. 

Business Stream wins £800,000 annual 

deal with Savills: Water retailer Business 

Stream has secured an £800,000-a-year 

supply contract with international property 

adviser Savills. 

Aberdeen Uni spin-out MIME to save 

airlines millions with medical emergency 

smart device: A technology spin-out from 

the University of Aberdeen has unveiled a 

smart device that it hopes will revolutionise 

how medical events are managed in the air. 

Highlands-based luxury cottage rental 

firm growing staff and portfolio amid 

rebrand: A luxury holiday cottage rental 

firm based in the Highlands has rebranded 

and bolstered its portfolio as it seeks to 

boost its workforce.   
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CFD and Spread betting Risk Warning 
All trading involves risk. Spread bets and CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 68% of retail 
investor accounts lose money when trading spread bets and CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how spread bets 
and CFDs work, and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money. Professional clients can lose more than they deposit.  
 
Shares Risk Warning  
The value of stocks and shares, and the income from them, can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the full amount you originally invested. Past 
performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. 
  
If you are unsure about dealing in shares and other equity investments, you should contact your financial adviser as these types of investments 
may not be suitable for everyone. 
  
Disclaimer 
Any research has been produced by an independent third party provider. Further details can be provided on request.  
Any report has been prepared using information available from public sources, which are believed to be reliable as at the date of this report. However, 
Guardian Stockbrokers, its employees and its independent third party provider make no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of this report. This 
report should therefore not be relied on as accurate or complete. The facts and opinions on this report are subject to change without notice. Guardian 
Stockbrokers, its employees and its independent third party provider have no obligation to modify or update this report in the event that any information on this 
report becomes inaccurate. 
  
Any report is prepared for informational purpose only, with no recommendation or solicitation to buy or to sell. The background of any individual or other 
investor has not been considered in providing this report. Individuals and other investors should seek independent financial advice which considers their 
specific risks, objectives and specific constraints, and make their own informed decisions. Individuals and other investors should note that investing in shares 
carries a degree of risk and the value of investments can go up or down. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Investments 
should be made with regard to an investor’s total portfolio. Guardian Stockbrokers, its independent third party provider and its employees make no 
representation or guarantee with regard to any investment noted on this report, and shall therefore not be liable with regard to any loss.  

Risk Warning & Disclaimer 
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